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Invisibility is the most disturbing aspect of psychopathy. Psychopaths must keep their true nature

hidden, and they know how to do it. They're skilled actors and mimics. After all, they can only dupe

us if they can first make us believe they're honest, genuine and trustworthy. To do that, they have to

come across as normal. Is it possible to identify a psychopath? Yes, if you learn the signs that can

help you spot one. From the author of the unique and popular website, Psychopaths and Love.

"Wonderful read. Such a great gem. One of my favorite books about this subject as the author

paints such a clear picture of what these relationships are like. If you're wondering if you are

encountering a psychopath, read this book and you will know without a doubt." "Great book. This

book is clear about what one may experience with a psychopath. This may help those who struggle

with understanding why their "soul mate" who shared such an amazing life could simply walk away

or be abusive." "The truth shall make you free. The description of typical behavior and common

reaction to that behavior was more helpful to me in freeing myself than all the books on what a

psychopath, sociopath or narcissist is. Who cares about definitions and diagnosis when it is the

behavior that is killing you and is so well hidden from others that you look (and often feel) like the

"crazy person" when in reality you are the "sacrificial lamb" of a crazy person."
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Our Daughter married one and it has made our entire family dysfunctional ever since. People that

are in a love relationship with these psychopath's/sociopath's/narcissists don't see how ugly they

truly are because they are so easily manipulated at the very beginning of the relationship. These

wolves don't add to ones life but rather they enjoy the challenge to destroy ones life.If you start



loosing family and friends because you protect this kind of person then you know you are in the

hands of a destroyer. Run, run away and don't look back. Nothing good is inside of them. They are

the perfect pretenders and will lie, cheat and steal anything to carry on their miserable lives and

cover up who and what they really are. They will turn the tables on loved ones to perpetuate their

behaviors.Unfortunately, we have lost our daughter and grandchildren because we as loving

parents asked questions and wanted to know more so were a threat to his hold on her. She is still

after 8 years, unaware that those who really love her and care about her, that tried to protect her

were not the problem. She just became his mini me and is sadly just like him now. Echo is her name

now.Intelligent people such as our beautiful daughter are the most duped by these kinds of

personality's because the more intelligent one is, the more they think they would know they are in a

terrible relationship and so don't see the signs coming.Teach you children street smarts to see

through the traps these psychopaths set before it gets started.I wish we had known about

Sociopaths/Psychopaths before he came into our loving family home.
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